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Tiered Activities – Common Accommodations
Beginning

Intermediate

Prerequisite skill
Include more structure and
guidance
Give clear models
Lower level reading
materials
Group work for assistance
Use learning strategies

Objective on
standard
Usually no
accommodations
needed
Differentiation
still is
appreciated

Advanced

Mentoring
Acceleration
Enrichment
Higher level
skill
Curriculum
Compacting

Tiered Activities River Examples
Beginning

Intermediate

Advanced

English
and
Social
Studies

Students will read selected
articles about the river and write
up a 2-3 page summary
answering 10 questions given by
the teacher.

Students will locate resources
about a river to answer a 10
questions given by the teacher in
a 2-3 page narrative.

Students will locate resources about a
river to answer a 10 questions given
by the teacher.
They will also develop 5 additional
questions and answer them all in a 23 page narrative.

Science

Students will be shown a clay
model of a map of a simple
coastline with hills and valley in a
waterproof container. They have
to create their own replica. They
have to add water in 1cm
increments and record the contour
lines on the clay with a pencil.
They must answers 5 questions
about the impact of water level
and the contours of their land
masses.

Students will be given a
moderately complex contour map
of a coastline and told to make a
clay replica in a waterproof
container. They have to add water
in 1cm increments and record the
contour lines on the clay with a
pencil. They must answers 5
questions about the impact of
water level and the contours of
their land masses.

Students will be given a moderately
complex contour map of a coastline
and islands and told to make a clay
replica in a waterproof container.
They have to add water in 1cm
increments and record the contour
lines on the clay with a pencil. They
must answers 5 questions about the
impact of water level and the contours
of their land masses. They also need
to describe the impact of a hurricane
or large storm.

Math

All students are brought to a
outside to "river." Students will
figure out the distance of points
across a river using triangulation.
For these students there are 5
problems given and students use
a ruler and a protractor on a scale
map to measure the distances.
Then they used triangulation to
figure out the distance.

All students are brought to a
outside to "river." Students will
figure out the distance of points
on across a river using
triangulation. For these student
there are 5 problems given and
students use a measuring tape
and a protractor. Then they used
triangulation to figure out the
distance. One problem includes
using a GPS.

All students are brought to a outside
to "river." Students will figure out the
distance of points on across a river
using triangulation. For these
students there are 5 problems given
and students measuring wheel, GPS,
and protractor. Then they used
triangulation to figure out the
distance. They will also use
trigonometry to figure out the same
answers.
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